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Abstract—Blockchain technology considers the central technology that is 
used within many applications used frequently with human life. And the pri-
mary core of the blockchain is the consensus algorithm which may affect the 
security of the chain as well as the required resource consumption which affect 
mainly the blockchain performance directly. In recent years many consensus 
algorithms have been used and proposed such as proof of work (PoW) and 
proof of stake (PoS) and many others. However, these algorithms still need 
some improvement to the security and system resource consumption which 
will reduce the need for a huge amount of energy and save the environment as 
well as let the blockchain be useable within low computation ability devices 
such as the internet of things devices (IoT). This paper proposes a new consen-
sus algorithm that ensures the integrity and authorization of nodes participating 
in the validation of the transaction and only a predefined number of nodes cho-
sen randomly to participate in block addition which reduces the need for high 
computations power for mining and voting. The proposed algorithm needs 
lower time and computation costs comparable to the standard POW algorithm. 

Keywords—blockchain, proof of work, PoW, proof of stake, PoS, secret shar-
ing, consensus algorithm 

1 Introduction 

Open the document you would like to format and import the styles. How this 
Writing a new document with this template Blockchain is the current trend technolo-
gy that is used in many systems to provide many features such as security, and integ-
rity in trustless environments, it is a distributed ledger (database) that is sharable 
between all computers (nodes) within the network where it cannot be forged or tam-
pered and each node participate the integrity of the distributed ledger that usually 
stores data related to the blockchain and users digitally. Blockchain is known by dint 
of the cryptocurrency specifically the Bitcoin in 2009 where it is used to save the 
transactions records decentralized and ensure its security without the need of the 3rd 
party power to guarantee the operation, this may provide the concept of transparency 
since blockchain consider decartelized system and all system transaction can be 
viewed by any user since every user (node) holds its copy of the distributed ledger 
which is identical in all nodes [1]. The data saved within the blockchain are collected 
into a defined structure named block where all information needed such as data, the 
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hash of data, and the hash of the previous block are organized within the block. This 
means every block will be linked to all previous blocks and to modify a block you 
need to modify all previous blocks and next blocks and these blocks will form a 
chain of blocks that is known globally as a blockchain. Every new block added to the 
chain will hold the same block structure and hold the previous hash of the previous 
block which connects it to the chain. Using blockchain will ensure the security of 
these systems by the nature of the chain where all newly added blocks shall add to 
the end of the chain and after addition, no modification (any type of modification is 
prevented) is allowed, since the block is linked to the previous block using its hash 
and the previous one linked to the chain and so on, and lastly using the hash codes 
will add more level of security since any tamper will be detected [2, 3]. 

2 Blockchain concepts 

The concept of blockchain was invented in 2009 by an unknown author called 
Nakamoto who proposed the blockchain and introduced blockchain as a file that is 
distributed and transferred to many systems that are connected as peer to peer con-
cept without central management and the authorization is done via consensus algo-
rithm proof of work (PoW). The data within the blockchain is stored as a file with 
many blocks in it that saves the hash of the current block and the hash of previous 
data as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Blockchain blocks 

People who would like to add to the chain usually called minors where no need to 
identify their identity and can win and add a block to the chain by solving complex 
puzzles mathematically which is usually consumed computations of computer and 
energy and then the block added to the chain and copy of added block shares with 
other nodes via the distributed ledger and no need for the third party to control the 
operation [4]. Blockchain is divided into three main types: 

1. Public Blockchain (permissionless): every user is allowed to mine this type of 
blockchain if he owns the required computational power and energy and if he gets 
authorization from other nodes he/she can (verify blocks, add new transactions, 
and reach the data content) the process of securing this type of chains is done via 
the consensus algorithm. 
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2. Private Blockchain (permission): this type of chain differs from the public in that 
authorization is given to an organization for mining the existing chain and the 
ability to add blocks to it whereas in public everybody can mine the chain. Any 
new users who would like to participate in the chain need to ask for permission 
from the organization’s authority. 

3. Federated blockchain (hybrid or partially private blockchain): the control of the 
chain is given to a group of organizations and any requests for mining exclusively 
to people within these organizations to mine and adding and reading the chain fol-
lowing the same consensus concept [5]. 

3 Consensus algorithms 

The consensus algorithm is an old concept that is related to the distributed systems 
(traditional model) and there are many known consensus algorithms such as (proof of 
work (POW), proof of stake (PoS), and practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) 
which are employed in the design of blockchain systems), many others consensus 
algorithms were proposed and it can be down to three main parts: 

1. Original algorithms variants: Algorithms that are derived from the original algo-
rithms such as Bitcoin-NG which is considered an improvement to the proof of 
work (POW) and Algorand which is considered an improvement to the Byzantine 
fault tolerance (PBFT). 

2. Combination of the original algorithms: The combination of both (proof of share 
(POS) with Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT)) results in delegated BFT (DBFT)  

3. directed acyclic graph (DAG) algorithms [petri net]: that is used the graph to fol-
low the direction of the transaction and met the consensus like Hashgraph and 
Byteball [6], every consensus algorithm focus on a specific part of the consensus 
concept and for that reasons, many researchers in academic and industry fields an-
alyze the consensus algorithm from the view of blockchain design and the consen-
sus algorithm can be classified into four main modes [7]. 
 

1. Leader-biased mode: the designers focus mainly on the internal selection of the 
accountant  

2. Voting-based mode: where the block added to the chain is very important. 
3. Voting plus Committee mode: both selections of the accountant and the addition 

of a block are very important. 
4. Fair accounting mode: where the block addition and the confirmation of the trans-

action are very important. (the proposed proof of secret sharing algorithm consider 
Fair accounting mode). 

Figure 2 shows the Classification of Blockchain consensus algorithms [8].  
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Fig. 2. Blockchain consensus algorithms classification 

However, another technique used to protect the blockchain since other nodes with-
in the network will not accept the attacker block within the blockchain only if the 
attacker can mine or generate blocks faster than verified nodes and with 50% of 
computational power required then it can be merged to the blockchain ledger and 
threaten the blockchain system. Many Blockchains use an important mechanism for 
data stores in blocks that need to be verified by other nodes without revealing the 
data so they use mainly blind signature technology within this research the technique 
used is the secret-sharing which serves the same needs [9]. 

4 Blockchain challenges and solutions 

It is very important to the designers of the blockchain to work with many factors 
to reach a high level of accuracy, each factor provides a level of strength to the 
blockchain. Factors like consensus algorithm (which provides security and immuta-
bility to the blockchain), scalability & capacity (which aimed to determine the ability 
of the blockchain to accept new blocks), and chain structure (general structure of the 
block within the chain and how it’s organized) [10]. Employing blockchain within 
applications that do not have a standard structure such as integrating blockchain 
within the internet of things (IoT) [11, 12], integrating blockchain within the 
metaverse and NFT deployments and its security [13], and artificial intelligence 
applications to analyze the blockchain data [14]. Developing blockchain from a tech-
nical perspective should be part of:  
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4.1 Consensus algorithm  

The standard use of the consensus algorithm within the blockchain is the main 
consumption of computational power and energy, leading to long-term latency and 
low system throughput [15]. However, the new blockchain-based platform needs 
more capabilities and higher operational behavior. Design of a new consensus algo-
rithm that interacts with other nodes and utilizes the group of intelligence nodes is 
one of the biggest challenges for system developers. The designed algorithm must 
increase the system throughput within the protocol and increase the number of blocks 
added to the chain. Increase the blockchain throughput via using the new right algo-
rithm which could be: 

• Consensus algorithm that is based on specific hardware. 
• Consensus algorithm reduces the network broadcast unless specific security per-

mission. 
• Combination of existing consensus algorithms such as POW and POS. 
• The general standard and features of the proposed consensus algorithm are fo-

cused on the analysis of energy consumption, execution, identity scalability, and 
security  

4.2 Scalability and capacity  

Within the blockchain, each node within the system shall maintain a backup of da-
ta (mathematically this is unrealistic when the data grows rapidly) even if lightweight 
verification nodes can work with this concept, more research should be made within 
this field to provide industrial solutions [16]. In a blockchain, each node stores all the 
previous transactions (historical) data which will guarantee data access, availability, 
and transparency but it will affect the data privacy and system performance. The 
node cannot store all the data indefinitely. The unlimited growth of the data volume 
results in data scalable and two main solutions are proposed to such a problem  ]17[ . 

• Expand the general storage of the blockchain 
• Restructure of the blockchain block 

4.3 Chain structure 

The structure of the chain is not standard and designers of the blockchain can use 
one of many structures available, there are many designs of the structure of the chain 
such as: 

• Single-chain: single main structure of the chain, which means all nodes will fol-
low the same structure. 

• Multi-chain: multiple structures of the chain, more than one structure can the 
chain follow. 
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• Cross-chain: multiple cross structures of the chain, more than one structure, and 
crossing are acceptable. Cross-blockchain can achieve interoperability and lead to 
mutual trust. 

• Side-chain: divided side by side chains (mainly used in anchoring Bitcoin), using 
many side chains that can be connected to the main chain will result in using the 
same chain for different applications, Using side chains and multi chains can solve 
the deficiencies of existing Blockchains. Using the suitable structure of the chain 
will improve the scalability of the entire blockchain within the network, not just a 
single node [18]. Never the less of consensus algorithm is used within the block-
chain Many other technologies can be combined with data entered into the block-
chain to increase the security of data by applying multilevel security such as fu-
sion of multidimensional data sources [19]. 

• Encryption of plaintext data input using DNA standards methods [20]. 
• Mixing of multiple cryptography methods such as steganography and encryption 

techniques [21]. 

5 Proposed proof of secret shares (PoSS) algorithm 

Designing a new consensus algorithm requires focusing on the main properties to 
reach high quality of the blockchain these points can be summarized as follow: 

1. How to reduce the high computation cost and resource consumption. 
2. How to let all nodes fairly participate in the validation of the adding operation as 

well as adding a block to the chain and avoid known attacks such as the Sybil at-
tack and other attacks. 

3.  How to verify the congruence of the distributed ledger of both consensus and add-
ing block nodes. 

The proposed proof of secret shares (PoSS) algorithm ensures that each node with-
in the network has the right to participate in the consensus decision and can add a 
block to the chain as well as verify the integrity of the distributed ledger before start-
ing the process. However, within this algorithm, the nodes split into two main types:  

• Firstly, Adding block node, the node within the network that is aiming to add a 
block to the chain. 

• Secondly, Consensus node, the nodes within the network that are participating in 
the consensus process of validating the nodes, and checking ledger integrity. 

5.1 The main description of the proposed proof of secret shares (PoSS) 

All nodes within the network will be provided with a share of secret generated us-
ing Shamir's Secret Sharing (SSS) nevertheless it is aiming to add blocks ( called 
adding block node )or participate within the consensus process ( called consensus 
node) and both types of nodes will share their shares to regenerate the secret and 
validate each node to other within the network, a Shamir's Secret Sharing (SSS) re-
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ceived a secret and it will generate N shares and these shares saved to the nodes and 
before adding the block, the system calculates the secret according to a pre-defined 
threshold and check the correctness of the secret and only if a match occurs the add-
ing block node can add data to the chain. Checking the integrity of all nodes (adding 
block nodes or consensus nodes) by comparing the hashes and if a node is subject to 
any type of tampering or modification then the process is aborted and the addition 
cannot proceed. Mainly the consensus process of the proof of secret shares (PoSS) 
consists of the following phases: 

Phase 1) secret and share generating. Using one of the secret-sharing algorithms 
(Shamir's Secret Sharing is used within this work) to generate shares that are saved 
within the permission nodes within the network these shares are used to check the 
authorization of the node to be used within the algorithm, the secret and share gener-
ating phase consists of the following steps: 

Step1: secret generating: Choose a random value that is used to generate a share 
using Shamir's Secret Sharing equal to the number of nodes within the network and 
N as the number of shares as well as the threshold value. 

Step2: shares generating: According to the number of N (which is the number of 
permissioned nodes within the network), N number of shares is generated using 
Shamir's Secret Sharing and saved within the node as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Secret and share generating 

Phase 2) consensus. For every node within the blockchain that either wishes to 
add data to the chain (adding block node) or participates in validation of the added 
block (consensus node) a consensus phase is run to ensure that only the authorized 
node participating in the process, consensus phase consists of the following steps: 

Step1: nodes validation: All nodes within the network will check the integrity of 
the distributed ledger of each other using the hash codes generated in the previous 
block addition, and if the hashes of the distributed ledger are different the adding 
operation is aborted and further investigation is required to verify the tampered node. 
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Step2: secret calculating: If all the participating nodes pass the node validation 
then they require to provide their shares to the nodes aiming to add a block to the 
chain and secret calculated, if the result secret is different than the original one then 
the operation is aborted, otherwise, the block can be added, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Consensus phase 

Phase 3) adding block. The previous two phases represent the proposed proof of 
secret shares (PoSS) consensus algorithm used within this work and if the nodes all 
pass all the phases’ steps then the node is allowed to add its block to the chain adding 
block phase consists of the following step: 

Step1: data entry: Within the permission blockchain, there is no need for the 
nodes to compete with each other to add data to the chain where each node is allowed 
to add data only if it passes the consensus step which is checking the validity of the 
node and secret calculating, which allow to the node to add the block and no need to 
mine a specific nonce to win the competition with other nodes within the network 
and data can be added directly.  

Proof of secret share (PoSS) algorithm 
Input: blockchain, data, random secret value, threshold 

value N 
Output: updated blockchain 
Step1: secret generating: 
Use the random value to generate a share using Shamir's 

Secret Sharing equal to the number of nodes within the 
network and N as the number of shares as well as the 
threshold value. 
Step2: shares generating: generate N number of shares 

using Shamir's Secret Sharing and saved within the node 
Step3: nodes validation: 
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Using ledger hashes to verify the integrity of the data 
within the network 
Step4: secret calculating: 
Each participating node provide shares to the nodes 

aiming to add a block to the chain and secret calculated, 
if the result secret is different than the original one 
then the operation is aborted, otherwise, the block can 
be added  
Step5: adding block: 
Passing the step4 then the node is allowed to add its 

block to the chain 

6 Implementation and evaluation 

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, it was compared to the proof of work stand-
ard algorithm (Table 1 and Table 2) where the general behavior and requirements of 
all consensus algorithms are provided in Table 3. As shown in Table (1) using proof 
of work as a consensus algorithm the input data to the chain was text data, where the 
first data is UOT computer science and no nonce or time required to add since it is 
the previous data to find the previous hash of the first block where the second data 
added is a blockchain with 745325 nonce and the 08.07-millisecond average time, 
the data added to the block (transactions) is ( previous hash – current hash – nonce 
value – any other data can added according to the architecture required of the block). 
And same procedure followed with other data. 

Table 1.  Proof of work data 

Data Data hash Nonce Average time 
UOT computer 
science 

0000022af35078be6575a4b1096243cb93df4772f4897
3518aab0936e9086b95 - - 

Blockchain 000008e001d110c46dabe4db894c6b0ddf13f60e9f993
43346222aeb2aeb2a54 745325 08.07 ms 

Consensus 
algorithm 

00000eb70ca4e3901923afdf282f98c0cf711f928fa74c
0afb590c8ab09e5256 213821 03.43 ms 

IoT 000008996eadcadbd7dde470b5b03c8778a4753952d0
55766c20369c2beb3c10 252791 03.44 ms 

Security 00000cdf8e677cb5a452077d97ed799b3af55e4a4d894
e71d9a4c67d577ea743 61638 01.67 ms 

1986 00000b6f3987852d6c6854d9a4c2e2ec6d6856cf6b725
c7d4c48a24472a4833f 845380 02.64 ms 

2022 000009221aec1a3f6d87d49bc63cc07ca1678cb91aa56
18712b260a4ff3da496 138283 01.33 ms 

 
As shown in Table (2) using proof of secret sharing as a consensus algorithm the 

input data to the chain was text data, where the first data is UOT computer science 
and no time is required to add since it is the previous data to find the previous hash of 
the first block where the second data added is a blockchain with the 00.35 -
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millisecond average time, the data added to the block (transactions) is ( previous hash 
– current hash – nonce value ( zero) – any other data can added according to the 
architecture required of the block). And same procedure followed with other data. 
Table 3 shows comparisons of the proposed algorithm behavior to other algorithms 
and Table 4 compare the original PoW to proposed PoSS. 

Table 2.  Proof of secret share data 

Data Data hash Average time 
UOT computer 
science 

252914a46651ca1cec61960a843e0d3d7a36708c86c02c0745657015c
a35571d - 

Blockchain f56e8369059283aaba923887b33139daf0efab3eae015417394ca1367
6f93885 00.35 ms 

Consensus 
algorithm 

a043003a0eeab4868aa54d3d197173eb68313115187b3df4a88d59d8
b37bc25b 00.28 ms 

IoT 63595d834a4dfd21fde506e5a4d95ab55581454e0dc5adad36eaada1d
11f813c 00.29.ms 

Security 36aa19f6ec6cdebf3f3fa5be7c217b4ea193cb85e889bd5c0063f3a2b4c
3cbc1 00.47 ms 

1986 d9a1c2354423cb5452c979a131d996182a3f80300b84603b816cd479
838c8d64 00.22 ms 

2022 52995ee87edcd1156b8b49fa61ace885b533325c9d757bdff1c5d4cefd
4d86aa 00.23 ms 

Table 3.  Comparison of the proposed algorithm and most known algorithms 
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Table 4.  PoSS comparable to PoW 

Evaluation factor PoSS  Pow 
Transaction per second 0.15 0.0667 
Block latency time 0.0333 0.1 
Permission model permission permissionless 
Trust model Using secret sharing Using public key 
Double spending attack Not applicable applicable 
51% attack applicable Applicable 
Sybil attack Eliminated by secret sharing Applicable 

7 Discussions 

The proposed algorithm’s main goal is to accommodate Energy efficiency and to 
work with a Semi-centralized environment since it originally work with private or 
federated blockchain and is considered Permissioned where no need for minors and 
the integrity and verification is done using secret sharing, PoSS meets the Energy 
efficiency since there is no mining or complex mathematical puzzle to solve and 
provides medium scalability since it is based on generating secrets and shares and 
sharing them with nodes and if a new node would like to participate within the per-
mission system (private or federated blockchain) the whole process needs to re-
execute or extra shares saved when generating the system. PoSS counter knew at-
tacks on blockchain such as 51%Attack and Double Spending attacks with no need 
for a specific type of hardware and fast speed compared to other methods 

The proposed algorithm measuring factors are  

a) Consensus s algorithms: PoSS refers to proof of secret sharing 
b) Designing Goal: PoSS is designed originally to accommodate Energy efficiency 
c) Decentralization level: PoSS is considered Semi- centralized since it is originally 

targeting the private and federated Blockchains. 
d) Permission model (Node Identity Management): PoSS is considered Permis-

sioned since it is originally targeting private and federated Blockchains. 
e) Electing Miners/ veriiers Based on: PoSS is mainly based on Secret shares that 

generate a secret and give shares to nodes and randomly select the participating 
node (according to the secret-sharing threshold) and use nodes shares to regener-
ate the nodes and only if an honest node shares the correct share can participate 
the process of validation of block. 

f) Energy efficiency: PoSS meets the Energy efficiency since there is no mining or 
complex mathematical puzzle to solve to add a block and only share the secret 
and simple matching process 

g) Scalability: PoSS provides medium scalability since it is based on generating 
secrets and shares and sharing them with nodes and if a new node would like to 
participate within the permission system (private or federated blockchain) the 
whole process needs to re-execute or extra shares saved when generating the sys-
tem. 
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h) 51%Attack: The concept of a 51% attack is done when an attacker can reach 51% 
of the connected nodes within the system then he can do the majority voting and 
accept malicious blocks, in PoSS even if an attacker reaches 51% of nodes the se-
lecting of random node and the calculating of the secret will eliminate the attack, 
one possible situation where this attack may success within the system where the 
attacker control number of node more than the specified threshold and the user 
randomly select all nodes from the attacker group. 

i) Double Spending attack: There is no cryptocurrency reward when using the PoSS 
algorithm which can be used with other systems related to blockchain technology. 

j) Hardware dependency: PoSS does not need a specific type of hardware to work 
where it can be used with any type of hardware 

k) Speed: PoSS consider a fast algorithm since even if it has to do some math calcu-
lations for generating and regenerating the secret and shares but does not need a 
special amount of hardware to do mining for the wining node to add block. 

8 Conclusions 

Blockchain technology can be used within many applications to provide security 
and integrity of data and the core of this technology is the consensus algorithm which 
provides verification to the added transaction and validates the nodes trying to add 
blocks to the chain, many consensus algorithms proposed to meet specific require-
ments of system designers and users to reduce the power and resources consumption 
as well as keep the general characteristics of the algorithm, the proposed consensus 
algorithm called proof of secret share which is laying on using generated secret to 
derive some shares references to the predefined number of shares and number of 
required shares to regenerate the secret ( shortly referred to as threshold) and several 
nodes selected randomly and generating the shares these nodes check the hashes to 
ensure the integrity and then using secret regenerating verify the adding node honesty 
to the entire nodes. 
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